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The Classification of Polarities in Reducible Projective Spaces 
F. DECLERCK AND F. MAZZOCCA 
The classification of polarities in irreducible projective spaces is well-known. In this note we 
classify the polarities in reducible projective spaces. 
INTRODUCTION 
A projective space or graphic space [3] is called irreducible if it has no lines incident with 
exactly two points, i.e. if it has no short lines. If a projective space has short lines it is called 
a reducible projective space. 
It is known (see for instance [3]) that a reducible projective space ofdimension n is a direct 
sum P. = P 1 E9 P2E9 · · · E9 pm of irreducible projective spaces pi of dimension ni, such 
that 
n = L 
m 
ni + m- 1. 
i~I 
A polarity u in P. is a permutation of the set D(P.) of subspaces of P. such that for any 
V and W of D(P.), V c W implies W" c V" and V"2 = V. 
We will construct a polarity of a reducible projective space. Lett be a fixed integer such 
that 0 ~ t ~ m. If t -# 0, then we fix in each of the projective spaces pi (1 ~ i ~ t) 
a polarity ui. If h = m - t -# 0, we suppose that h is even and n,+ 1 = n,+ 2; n,+ 3 = 
nt+4; ... ; nm-l = nm. 
We denote by r the permutation (t + 1, t + 2) (t + 3, t + 4) ... (m - 1, m) of the 
set {1, 2, ... , m}. 
Finally let ui (t < i ~ m) be a correlation between pi and p<(i) such that for a point p 
of pi and a point q of p<(i) holds 
(i.e. ui-I = u,(i)). 
If p is a point of pi we define p" as follows. 
pi$ . .. $ pi-l $ p"' $ pi+l $ ... $ pm, if i ~ t, 
p" = pi$ . .. $pi $ p"' $ pi+2 $ ... $ pm, if i = t + k, k odd, 
{ pi$ . .. $ pi-2 $ p"' $pi $ ... $ pm, if i = t + k, k even (k > 0). 
Then it is obvious that p" is a hyperplane of P•. This map u induces a polarity in P. which 
we also will denote by u. It is obvious that for any subspace H of P., H" = npeH p" and 
that dimH" = n - 1 - dimH. 
Any polarity u defined as above will be called a (t, r)-polarity of P •. 
We will prove that there are no other polarities. 
THEOREM 1. Let u be a polarity of Pn. If 
Hi = (PI E9 ... E9 pi-I E9 pi+I E9 ... E9 pm)" ~ Pj, 
with i -# j, then Hi = Pj. 
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PRooF. Without loss of generality we may suppose that j = i + 1. Note that 
dim H; = n;. Suppose H; =F pi+'. Let p be a point of H;, then pu contains 
(Hit = P' EB · · · EB r-' EB r+' EB · · · EB Pm. 
Hence pu = P 1 EB · · · EB pH EB AP EB pi+ I EB · · · EB pm, AP being a hyperplane of P;. 
Conversely, if A is a hyperplane of pi, then (P 1 EB · · · EB pi-I EB A EB pi+I EB · · · EB pmy is 
a point of H;. 
Let q be a point of P;, then there exists a point p of H; such that q is an element of P;\AP. 
Hence p is not a point of qu, so qu = P 1 E8 · · · EB pi EB Bq EB pi +
2 EB · · · EB pm, Bq being 
a hyperplane such that H; 't Bq. Conversely, if B is a hyperplane of pi+I, such that H; 
is not a subspace of B, then the point q = (P 1 EB · · · EB pi EBB(!;) p'+2 EB · · · EB pmy 
is not a point of (H'f, hence q is a point of P;. 
Let p' be a point of p'+'\H', thenp' is a point of (H;Y\H', hence the hyperplane p'u of 
Pn contains H' but does not contain (H;y. So p'u has to be of type p'u = P 1 EB · · · EB 
pi EB · · · EB r; EB · · · EB pm, r; being a hyperplane of a space pk for some k =F i. Let B' be 
a hyperplane of pi+I such that H; is not a subspace of B' and such that p' is not a point 
of B'. Then (P1 EB · · · EB pi EBB' EB pi +2 E8 · · · EB pmy is a point of pi but is not a point of 
p'U = pI EB ... EB pi EB ... EB r; EB ... EB pm, a contradiction. Hence Hi = pi+ I. 
THEOREM 2. Every polarity a of a reducible projective space Pn is a (t, r)-polarity. 
Again we will denote H; = (P1 EB · · · EB pH EB pi+I EB · · · EB pmy. SupposePRooF. 
that H;has a short line L = {a, b}, then (H;Yis a subspace of the (n - 2)-dimensional sub­
space Lq of Pn. Hence Lq has to be of type r = P' EB ... EB pi-! E8 TL EB pi+! EB ... EB pm, 
TL being a subspace of dimension n; - 2 of P;. As pi is an irreducible projective space, there 
exist at least 3 hyperplanes A1, A2 and A3 of pi through TL, and so 
j = 1, 2, 3, 
are three hyperplanes of Pn through La. This implies that nf, n~ and n~ are three distinct points 
incident with L, a contradiction. Hence H; ~ pi,j E {1, ... , m}. Let X = {iII Hi = P;} 
and Y = {iII H; =F P;}. If X =F 0, we may suppose without loss of generality that X = 
{1, 2, ... , t}. If i EX, then (Piy = npePi pq = P 1 EB ... EB pH E8 pi+l EB ... EB pm_ Hence 
for each pointp of P',pu has to be of type pu = P 1 EB · · · EB pi-I EB AP EB pi+I EB · · · EB pm, 
AP being a hyperplane of pi. It easily follows that the map a;, defined by a; (p) = AP induces 
a polarity of P;. 
Let Ybe non-empty. Suppose, there is an index i E Y, such that H; ~ pi,j EX. We remark 
that for any proper subspace T ( =F 0) of pi, Tq = P 1 EB ... EB pi -I EB rj EB pi+ I EB ... EB 
pm. Hence H; is never a subspace of Pi, j E X. Moreover dim H; = X; = dim P;, hence 
H; 't pi and IYI ~ 2. Without loss of generality we may suppose that H; ~ pi+'. 
By Theorem 1, Hi= pi+I, so dimHi = n; = ni+l· Moreover (Pi+ly = n ePi+l pq = 
P 1 EB · · · EB pi -I E8 pi+ 1 EB · · · EB pm, hence, for any point p of pi+ 1, pu has td' be of type 
pu = P 1 EB · · · EB pi-I EB pa'+' EB pi+I E8 · · · EB pm, pu'+' being a hyperplane of Pi. The map 
a;+ 1 induces a correlation from pi+ 
1 toP'. Finally, let q be a point of P;, and let p be a point 
of pi+ 1, such that q ¢ pu' +'. As q ¢ pu, this implies that p ¢ qu, hence qu has to be of type 
qu = P 1 EB · · · EB pi EB qu' EB pi+ 2 EB · · · E8 pm, qu' being a hyperplane of pi+'. The map a; 
induces a correlation from pi to pi+ 1 and moreover 
q E pui+t .;;.. p E qu' 
Hence Hi+I = pi and a; = a;-} 1 • This finally proves the theorem. 
REMARK In [1] an axiom system for polar spaces was introduced. In this axiom system 
short lines were not allowed. However in [2] polar spaces of finite rank r ~ 2 having short 
lines, are classified. This classification can now be rephrased as follows: 
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If r = (&', Y) is a polar space of finite rank r ~ 2, having a short line then there exists 
a polarity u ofa reducible projective space P. such that ris the incidence structure of totally 
isotropic points and lines of u. 
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